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Connected Automation



Definitions



Connected Vehicles:
Vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure 

communications

Data related to road and traffic conditions is 
collected, processed, and presented to drivers so 

they can make better travel decisions

Drivers are always responsible for the safe 
operation of their vehicle, but better informed



Automated Vehicles:

Use sensors, computers, and actuators to control 
the steering and speed of the vehicle

The concept of vehicle automation builds upon 
emerging driver assistance systems

Drivers are NOT responsible for the safe 
operation of their vehicle



Autonomous Vehicles:
Self-contained vehicles that gather knowledge 
about the environment around them from their 

own sensors

They are NOT dependent upon receiving data 
from other vehicles or the infrastructure.  

Sensor performance may be degraded by 
weather, darkness, or occlusion by other vehicles



Connected Vehicles Set the Stage for Automated Vehicles!

Vehicle Data 

latitude, longitude, time, heading 
angle, speed, lateral acceleration, 

Infrastructure Messages 

Signal Phase and Timing, 
Fog Ahead 

Train Coming 
Drive 35 mph 

50 Parking Spaces Available 

longitudinal acceleration, yaw rate, 
throttle position, brake status, 

steering angle, headlight status, 
wiper status, external temperature, 
turn signal status, vehicle length, 

vehicle width, vehicle mass, 
bumper height 



� It fixes the major design flaw in today’s 

vehicles: human operation

�We insist on being productive everywhere… or at 

least having the choice to be

�Choice and productive time reduces stress and  

enhances quality of life

�Transportation benefits accrue as automation 

takes hold: Connected Automation

Why Automate Driving?

Source:  Richard Bishop; Bishop Consulting



Connected Automated Vehicle

Leverages autonomous and connected

vehicle capabilities

U.S. Department of Transportation

ITS Joint Program Office

Connected Vehicle

Communicates with nearby

vehicles and infrastructure

Connected Automation Provides Greatest Benefits!

Autonomous Vehicle

Operates in isolation from other

vehicles using only internal sensors



�More than 90% of crashes are caused by driver error

�However, when drivers are not impaired, 

distracted, or inattentive, they are generally safe

�On average, one would have to drive for about 

12,000 years in order to experience a fatal crash, 

or 240 years to experience an injury crash

Humans can be Capable Drivers



�Automated driving technology automates the 

things drivers already do RIGHT.

�Crash avoidance technology intervenes only when 

things go wrong.

�Automated Vehicles will be less likely to put 

themselves in hazardous situations

�If they do, they will detect it sooner, and choose 

and execute a safe action far faster than a human

Automation is More than Crash Avoidance!

Source:  Richard Bishop; Bishop Consulting



SAE J3016 Definitions – Levels of Automation



� Level 0:  hands and feet ON

� Level 1:  hands OR feet OFF

� Level 2:  hands and feet OFF; eyes and brain ON

� Level 3:  hands, feet, eyes OFF; brain ON

� Level 4:  hands, feet, eyes, brain OFF

� constrained environments (freeways only; Managed 

Lanes; exclusive bus lanes, gated communities; etc.)

� Level 5:  hands, feet, eyes, brain OFF

� unconstrained (everywhere)

Levels of Automation: Simplified 

Source:  Richard Bishop; Bishop Consulting



Example Systems at each Automation Level

Level Example Systems Driver Roles

1
Adaptive Cruise Control, OR

Lane Keeping Assistance

Must control other function, and still 

continuously monitor driving 

environment

2
Adaptive Cruise Control AND Lane 

Keeping Assistance

Must still continuously monitor the 

driving environment (system nags driver 

to ensure they are paying attention)

3
Stop-and-go driving assistance (low 

speed);

Automated Parking

May read a book, text, or web surf, but 

must still be prepared to intervene 

when needed

4
Highway driving pilot;

Closed campus driverless shuttle;

Valet parking in garage

May sleep, and system can still revert 

to minimum risk condition, if needed

5
Automated taxi (even for children);

Car-share repositioning system
No driver needed



What are potential deployment scenarios?

�Fully-automated platoons of vehicles on 
dedicated right-of-way, such as Managed 
Lanes?

�Automated Bus- or Truck-only lanes?

�Autonomous Vehicles mixed with manually-
driven ones, under certain conditions?

Everything Somewhere, or Something 
Everywhere?

Source:  Professor Bryant Walker-Smith



� Balancing the need for public safety while encouraging technological innovation

� Crossing boundaries of federal and state regulatory responsibilities for motor vehicle 

content and operations

� States moving faster than the federal government (analogous to emissions regulations)

� Harmonizing state regulations for a uniform national market

� Maintaining realistic expectations amid the hype

� Providing cooperative infrastructure

� “Robot Ethics”: situations will arise where machines must make life-or-death 

decisions; how should they be programmed?

Major Policy Challenges



� Fully-automated vehicles eliminating driver jobs

� Full mobility for children and seniors

� Prohibitions on manual driving

� Eliminating crashes, injuries, emergency rooms, speed limits, traffic fine 

revenues, auto repairs, and the auto insurance industry…

� Drastically reducing car sales and parking needs due to car sharing

� Drastically reducing vehicle weight because they never crash

� Overcoming the limitations of our aging roadway infrastructure

� Revolutionizing land use 

Over-the-Horizon Issues (Ignore for Now)



More Information

Please visit:

www.dot.ca.gov/research

Caltrans provides a safe, sustainable, integrated, and efficient 
transportation system to enhance California’s economy and livability
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